
 

 

  

 

 

School code: 70732                                                  Affiliation No.2130013 

 

                                                                             Date: 15.05.2024 

 

                                                        Holiday HomeWork 

                                                            Class9 A,B,C,D 

 Subject English  

  
Prepare an Art Integrated Project on Arunachal Pradesh. Choose any one topic from the 
following: 
  
1)Travelogue  
(Paste pictures and write a brief account of places worth visiting in a brochure form) 
  
2) Tourism 
( 5 tourist spots) 
  
3)Flora &Fauna 
(5 plants & 5 places) 
  
*Note: points 2 or 3 is to be done on file sheets 

  

Subject Science 

Revise chapter1, 5 and 7 

Do given science work sheet in a comment sheet   

                 Science Work Sheet      

1. Give reasons for the followings: 

i. A gas fills a vessel completely. 

ii. Camphor disappears without leaving any residue. 



iii. The temperature does not rise during the process of melting and boiling, through heat energy 
is constantly supplied. 

iv. Water stored in an earthen vessel becomes cool. 

v. An iron almirah is a solid at room temperature. 

  

2.Which phenomenon occurs during the following changes? 

ii. Wax melts in the sun. 

iii. Drying of wet clothes 

iv. Formation of clouds 

v. Density of liquids is more than gases. 

 3. Why does the skin of your finger shrink when you wash clothes for a long time? 

 4. Saksham puts some raisins in two breakers. One breaker contained water at room 
temperature and other had ice-cold water. After some time what will be the observation? State 
reason for the observation. 

 5. Define the terms protoplasm, cytoplasm and nucleoplasm. 

 6. How is a bacterial cell different from an onion peel cell? 

 7. Draw a plant cell and label the parts 

 8. Draw a well labelled of eukaryotic nucleus. 

 9. . A body travels a distance of 15m from A to B and then moves a distance of 20m at right 
angles to AB. Calculate the total distance travelled and the displacement. 

 10. i. A body thrown vertically upwards reaches a maximum height ‘h’. It then returns to ground. 
Calculate the distance travelled and the displacement. 

ii. The odometer of a car reads 2000 km at the start of a trip and 2400km at the end of the trip. If 
the trip took 8hr, calculate the average speed of the car in km/hr and m/s 

iii. Study the speed-time graph of a body shown in below figure and answer the following 
questions:  



 

 

 

(a) What type of motion is represented by OA?  

(b) What type of motion is represented by AB? 

 (c) What type of motion is represented by BC? 

(d) Calculate the acceleration of the body. 
 (e) Calculate the retardation of the body. 

Subject Hindi  
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Subject: Artificial Intelligence 

  
Maintain a Lab manual and write python programs with output for each program given below:  

1-Write python program to accept the radius and calculate area of a Circle. 

2-Write python program to accept principal, rate and time and calculate simple interest 

and compound interest. 



3-Write python program to accept temperature in Fahrenheit and convert into Celsius.   

4-Write python program to accept marks of five subjects and find its average 

5-Write python program to take the temperature of all 7 days of the week and display the 

average temperature of that week. 

6-Write python program to ask height in centimeter and convert it into feet and inches. 

7-Write python program to find smallest of two numbers. 

8-Write python program to whether the entered number is positive or negative. 

9-Write python program to whether the entered number is even or odd. 

10-Write python program to check whether the applicant is eligible to vote in elections or 

not 

  

Note: Also draw flowcharts and design Algorithm for all programs 

  

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECT 

DISASTER MANAGEMENT 

Natural Disasters 

Earthquake _ Roll no1 to 10 

Cyclones_ Roll no 11 to 20 

Forest fires_ Roll no 21to 30 

Landslide/ Avalanche_ Roll no 31to 40 

Floods_ 41 onwards 

  

Page 1.           DISASTER MANAGEMENT 

                         NATURAL DISASTERS 

                           Topic- EARTHQUAKE 

Page 2.         ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

Page 3.        CONTENT 

Page 4.        What is DISASTER  

                     Types of DISASTER  

                     Types of Natural Disasters 

Page 5.   To 10.    SAMPLE  

                    Earthquake (Define) 

                    Causes 



                    Effects 

                    Prevention (before like Earthquake resistent structures) 

                   Do’s and Donts (during ) 

                   Precautions after     

                   Case study of Nepal Earthquake      

Page 11. Conclusion 

Page 12 Bibliography 

  

NOTE-     

Use interleaved sheets(one side line) 

Don’t use colourful sheets 

Cover page can be decorated or painted depicting glimpse of Natural Disasters 

Name ,class ,Roll no must be written on the cover page itself 

No use of stickers and glitters 

No extra drawing apart from the topic 

CREATIVITY  COUNTS( depicting information by various forms like use of graphs,maps,colourful 

pics,diagrams  etc 

DO’S AND DO’NTS must be in self explanatory  diagrams 

HEADINGS WILL BE Almost  THE SAME ONLY CONTENT WILL BE CHANGED according to topic 

Subject Sanskrit 
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